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Uncover the history and background of traditional proddy Offers techniques for different prodding

methods and describes other forms of three-dimensional rug hooking Step-by-step instructions and

templates to create realistic-shaped proddy flower petals plus includes a special table-runner

project, full-size pattern insert, and instructional DVD Three-dimensional rug hooking is gaining

momentum in the fiber arts field as a way of accessorizing traditional work. Gene Shepherd gives a

comprehensive look at the origin of prodded rugs and gives step-by-step instructions to achieve the

look of realistic flowers and leaves. Beginning with the background of traditional prodded hooking

and methods to do it, he covers realistic-shaped proddy flowers, molded hooking, decorative knots,

and backgrounds that appear three-dimensional. Learn how to use pancake-dyed wools and

alternate loop (beaded) techniques. Includes an instructional DVD.
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An informative, well illustrated and beautifully presented book with very clear instructions. The DVD

included was an added bonus

Have started a very special rug for my new grandaughter and wanted some "special effects".Saw

this advertised and it's as if it was written just for me.Thanks to Gene and RHM for another great

read.

Gene Shepherd has an eye for beautiful color. Love it, love it! He's given proddy rugs and pictures a



new and better look. The instructions were clear and concise plus the technique pictures left you

with no questions on how it's done.

I want to make some projects to take to a nearby flea market that is located in the NC Mountains. I

thought some 3D effect would add a nice touch. I have to say I'm not the easiest learner from

reading instructions, I'm more of a hands on by watching someone. Well this book does both, you

read the step and look at the picture and BAM there is what you want yours to look like. Thanks

Gene for making this new adventure a little easier. Great book with lots of nice pictures of his work

and others.

Excellent book, perfect transaction, fastest shipping, Great seller. This book teaches you everything

you need top know about the "proddy method"...Gene Sheperd is the greatest. All of his books and

DVD's are great teaching methods, easy to understand. Thanks once again  for a great book, great

prices....

I bought this as a gift for a friend, she seems to really like it. I may borrow it from her and give this

style of rug hooking a try. The illustrations are very good and the explanations are clearly written.

I haven't watched the DVD, but Gene Shephard's You Tube instruction is great--that's why I ordered

the book. Within 5 minutes I was able to use skills outlined in the book and incorporate them into

patterns I'm working on.

This is the only book you will ever need to do PRODDY, it explains everything and the disc is so

Informative SHOWS AND EXPLAINS it all excellent book, great price for all this information and

great service getting it shipped, Thanks  best place i ever ordered books got them in a few days no

waiting and no fuss.
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